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MRI artifacts and correction strategies
Artifacts appear in MRI for a variety of reasons. Potential sources of artifacts include nonideal hardware
characteristics, intrinsic tissue properties and biological behavior, assumptions underlying the data
acquisition and image reconstruction process, and poor choice of scanning parameters. Careful study
design and scanning protocols can prevent certain artifacts from occurring, but some are unavoidable.
Numerous correction methods have been developed to mitigate the corruptive effects of artifacts and
improve image diagnostic quality. These methods include special pulse sequence designs, improved
scanning procedures and equipment, and advanced postprocessing algorithms. Recognizing artifacts and
understanding their underlying causes are important when interpreting images and choosing a
correction approach.
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During the 35 years since the first nuclear MRI
scanners were made, MRI has become a powerful and widely used clinical imaging modality. MRI is frequently utilized in neurological,
musculoskeletal and cardiovascular examinations owing to the excellent soft-tissue contrast
and spatial resolution of its images. Owing to
its unique sensitivity to a range of physiological
and biological parameters such as flow, chemical
composition and molecular configuration, MRI
is also well-suited for functional and metabolic
studies. There is an enormous flexibility when
selecting imaging parameters; tissue contrast,
image resolution and anatomical coverage can
all be optimized for each specific application.
Both 2D and 3D images can be formed with
no restrictions on the orientation of the imaging volume. Perhaps most importantly, because
it does not rely on ionizing radiation, MRI is
safe for serial examinations, dynamic (timeresolved) imaging studies and screening in
asymptomatic subjects.
The MRI signal is created by a combination
of a strong magnetic field (called the B0 field)
typically generated by a superconductive coil,
one or more radiofrequency (RF) fields, and
several weak magnetic fields generated by three
gradient coils. When a patient enters the scanner, the magnetic moments of protons within
the body tend to align with the B0 field. An RF
pulse tuned to the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) frequency (which is determined by the
strength of the B0 field and the gyromagnetic

ratio of the particular nuclei – typically
hydrogen – being imaged) is transmitted, forcing the moments to oscillate at their resonant
frequency [1] . This oscillation is detected by
one or more receiver coils, demodulated and
stored. Spatial encoding along three axes is
performed by the gradient coils, which alter
the magnetic field strength so that the resonance frequency varies linearly with position,
permitting a Fourier-based interpretation of the
space–frequency relationship [2] . During the
scan, the spatial frequency content, or k‑space,
of the imaging volume is sampled according to
a chosen k‑space trajectory, image field-of-view
and resolution. To fully sample k‑space, multiple data acquisitions are often required, each
covering a segment of the spatial frequency
support. Once the desired k‑space data have
been acquired, spatial decoding and image
reconstruction are performed, typically by an
inverse Fourier transform (FT) [3] . The echo
time, which is the interval between the RF
pulse and a data acquisition, and the repetition time (TR), which is the interval between
sequential data acquisitions, are two important
scan parameters that influence image contrast, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and other
image features.
As with any other imaging modality, MRI
is vulnerable to artifacts. These arise because
one or more of the assumptions upon which the
imaging principles depend have been violated.
Often, several different kinds of artifacts occur
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Table 1. Common sources of image artifacts and general correction strategies.
Resonant
offsets
Hardware
limitations

Motion
and flow

Miscellaneous

Artifact source

Correction

Main field inhomogeneity
Magnetic susceptibility
Chemical shift
Gradient nonlinearities
Concomitant gradients
Timing errors
RF field nonuniformity
Limited dynamic range
Respiration
Cardiac cycle
Blood and CSF flow
Peristalsis and swallowing
Voluntary patient motion
Prescription: aliasing,
slice overlap, magic-angle
RF interference
Truncation

Measure or estimate field map
Use field map to deblur or remove artifacts
Measure errors and compensate
Use error-tolerant designs and approaches
Use up-to-date hardware and calibration

Acquire data only during stationary intervals
Discard data not acquired during
stationary intervals
Estimate motion and compensate data acquired
during movement
Adjust prescription
Locate and silence interference source

CSF: Cerebral spinal fluid; RF: Radiofrequency.

simultaneously in an image. While some artifacts can be avoided by using proper scanning
technique, even well-designed protocols implemented with well-maintained and calibrated
systems cannot stave off artifacts. Consequently,
many correction procedures have been developed to minimize or eliminate artifacts.
Methods of artifact correction typically involve
one or more of the following strategies: hardware improvement, scan parameter and pulse
sequence optimization, and postprocessing.
This article discusses various artifact correction
methods for three common types of artifacts.
Identifying artifacts and understanding their
causes are important for designing robust scanning protocols, pulse sequence designs and data
processing algorithms.

What is an artifact?
There is no standard definition of an artifact in
MRI. This is partly owing to the wide variety
of artifacts that can occur and partly because,
in some situations, the same artifact can be
a nuisance to one application and a boon to
another. For instance, the variations in the
magnetizability, or susceptibility, of certain
materials lead to displacement, blurring and
signal dropout artifacts; yet the susceptibility difference induced by the oxygenation of
hemoglobin is the foundation of the blood
oxygen level dependent signal in functional
MRI studies [4] . Phase contrast techniques are
another example: the additional signal phase
terms generated by blood flow can cause image
artifacts, but also provide an opportunity for
phase-sensitive velocity measurements [5] . For
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this article, we will notionally define an artifact
as any image content that does not correspond
to the distribution of the object being scanned
or to random noise. Common sources of image
artifacts are: inherent properties of the patient
or object being scanned, motion and other data
inconsistencies, and scanning system and hardware imperfections. Table 1 lists several artifacts
along with general approaches for correction.
In the following sections, several kinds of MRI
artifacts will be described along with various
correction techniques.

Resonance offsets
Offsets in the NMR frequencies that are not
compensated during image reconstruction will
produce image artifacts. Any phenomenon
that disturbs the linear relationship between
frequency and spatial position will violate the
assumptions of the Fourier reconstruction,
induce phase errors in the signal and generate
artifacts. These so-called ‘off-resonance’ artifacts are generally attributable to unwanted
magnetic field variations inside the imaging
volume. Inhomogeneity of the main B0 field,
magnetic susceptibility [6] and chemical shift
are typical sources of resonant frequency offsets.
The B0 field is never perfectly uniform throughout the bore of the magnet. This inhomogeneity
causes additional, spatially-smooth frequency
modulation. Appropriate high-order shimming and prescan calibration can adjust the
gradient waveforms to compensate for this [7] .
Differences in magnetic susceptibility, which
typically occur along air-tissue interfaces, near
surgical implants or clips, or around metallic
future science group
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bodies or molecules such as deoxyhemoglobin,
will also alter the resonant frequency. Artifacts
caused by chemical shift occur in some mole
cules such as lipids because the protons in the
nuclei are magnetically shielded by their surrounding electrons, experience a different effective magnetic field, and therefore oscillate at a
shifted resonant frequency.
The appearance of an artifact caused by a
resonant offset depends on the k‑space trajectory and the pulse sequence used during the

2DFT

REVIEW

scan. The effect of an uncompensated frequency shift can be visualized by examining
the image point spread function, which reveals
the distortion or blurring kernel induced by
the shift. Figure 1 depicts example point spread
functions for common k‑space trajectories with
various amounts of resonant offset phase error.
Spin warp (2DFT) trajectories traverse k‑space
on a regular or Cartesian grid using a sequence
of parallel lines (phase encode lines) [8] , and
resonant offsets therefore cause only simple

Single-shot EPI

Interleaved spiral

Radial

k-space
sample
locations

k-space
trajectory

Nominal PSF

PSF with
π rad of
phase error

PSF with
4π rad of
phase error

Figure 1. Phase errors owing to resonant offsets affect the image point spread function in different ways depending on the
k‑space trajectory. Examples of four common trajectories are shown with separate acquisitions depicted using different gray levels.
Resonant offsets generate linear phase errors in k‑space, which in turn produce spatial shifts in image space, along the sampling
trajectories indicated by the arrows. The total phase error is the product of the resonant offset frequency and the repetition time.
Upsampled PSFs demonstrate that off-resonance leads predominantly to translational errors for Cartesian trajectories and blurring for
polar trajectories.
2DFT: 2D Fourier transform; EPI: Echo planar imaging; PSF: Point spread function.
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spatial translations. The lack of off-resonance
blurring in spin warp sequences makes them a
popular choice for many clinical and research
applications. Spiral [9] and radial (also called
projection reconstruction or PR) [10] trajec
tories, which are more time-efficient and often
used for rapid imaging, are vulnerable to blurring by off-resonance [11] . The blurring can be
alleviated by reducing the duration of each
spiral interleaf or radial spoke when possible.
With an echo planar imaging (EPI) trajectory [12,13] , another rapid sampling scheme in
which the entirety of k‑space is acquired after
a single RF pulse, off-resonance causes spatial shifting and distortion owing to the low
bandwidth along one direction. Off-resonance
can also lead to banding artifacts with steadystate free-precession (SSFP) sequences [14] , as
shown in Figure 2 . SSFP creates periodic nulls
in the signal spectrum that attenuate any tissues resonating at frequencies near multiples
of 1/TR. These artifacts can be mitigated by
shimming or reducing the TR [7] . Alternatively,
the SSFP spectral profile can be adjusted using
dynamic phase cycling [15] or pulse sequence
modifications such as w ideband SSFP [16,17] .
Blurring artifacts can be corrected with
image postprocessing using phase-rewinding
techniques. These techniques assume the offresonance behavior varies slowly with spatial
position. If the acquired data are demodulated
by a frequency offset and the image is reformed,
then in the new image the blurring will be

reduced in tissues resonating at or near that
frequency offset. This process is approximately
equivalent to changing the carrier frequency
used in the quadrature receiver. If instead the
data are reconstructed multiple times to form
a set of intermediate images, each demodulated by different carrier frequency within the
resonance offset bandwidth, then off-resonant
tissues will be deblurred in at least one of the
intermediate images. A composite image consisting of only the deblurred regions from each
intermediate image can then be formed [18,19] .
Selecting the appropriate regions from each
intermediate image is guided by a field map,
which shows the spatial distribution of the
resonant offsets and is created from two (typically low-resolution) images, each acquired with
a different echo time. The field map is often
smoothed or constrained by fitting to low-order
functions [20] . The intermediate images can
also be mathematically combined together to
improve accuracy or reduce the computational
complexity [21] . Another deblurring technique
cancels the phase imparted by the resonant offsets by numerically simulating the MR imaging
process using the blurred image and the additive
inverse of the field map to create a new data
set, which is then reconstructed [22] . Figur e 3
illustrates the potential improvement in image
quality using off-resonance correction.
Correction methods have been developed
to estimate the field map from the blurred
image itself and eliminate the extra scan time

Figure 2. Resonant offsets can cause dark bands to appear when using steady-state
free‑precession pulse sequences. (A) Signal from the myocardium is attenuated because the local
resonance frequency content is near a null in the steady-state free-precession spectral profile.
(B) The artifact is mitigated with wideband steady-state free precession, which broadens the spectral
profile and reduces signal attenuation at those frequencies.
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Figure 3. In frequency-segmented off-resonance correction, the acquired data are
demodulated at various frequencies and reconstructed to produce intermediate images
with varying degrees of spatially dependent deblurring. Cardiac-gated, breath-held coronary
images from a spiral spin echo acquisition (A) without off-resonance correction; (B) after correction
with a linearly varying field map; (C) after correction by interpolating the intermediate, demodulated
images; and (D) using a hybrid approach show increasing improvements in image quality.
Reproduced with permission from [20] .

required to acquire a field map. Instead of
selecting deblurred regions in the intermediate
images based on a field map, a local metric of
the pixel energy in each intermediate image
is used to estimate the off-resonance frequencies [11,23] . Variations of this method impose
constraints on the estimated field map to
improve robustness [24] .

System limitations & imperfections
Practical limitations, imperfections and non
idealities in the hardware of an MRI scanner
can also generate image artifacts. The gradientinduced magnetic fields, RF pulses and receiver
hardware have physical constraints that can
interfere with the assumptions underpinning
MR image formation. Maxwell’s equations, for
example, prohibit the creation of purely linear
magnetic fields [25] . A practical consequence
of this is that the gradient coils produce fields
future science group

with nonlinear components called concomitant
gradients, which cause spatially varying phase
errors and signal loss similar to off-resonance
artifacts. Since these errors are independent
of echo time, they do not appear in the measured field map and instead must be corrected
with reconstructions using an estimated field
map [26,27] . Furthermore, the gradients are only
(approximately) linear over a limited region,
outside of which significant geometric warping
can occur. The rapid cycling of the gradient
fields during data acquisition leads to additional field distortions from eddy currents in the
scanner conducting material, which naturally
form to oppose changes in the magnetic field.
Although modern scanners precompensate the
gradient waveforms to mitigate this behavior,
eddy currents can still be problematic in scans
with high-amplitude, switched-field gradients. k‑space trajectory deviations due to these
www.futuremedicine.com
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gradient distortions lead to image warping and
distortion artifacts. Such artifacts can be corrected by measuring the actual k‑space sample
locations and using these during image reconstruction instead of the nominal or assumed
locations [28–30] .
Hardware timing errors can also generate
image artifacts. Delays in the order of tens of
microseconds may exist between the three gradient coils, the RF transmitter and the receiver.
Delays between the RF transmitter and the gradients will degrade the RF pulse performance
and slice selection. Synchronization problems
between the receiver acquisition hardware and
the gradients, and timing errors among the
gradients themselves, will perturb the k‑space
trajectory and produce artifacts during reconstruction, as shown in Figure 4. These delays can
be compensated with accurate calibration and
adjustment of k‑space sample locations during
reconstruction [29] . Results from one correction
technique, which compensates for both gradient
delays and the eddy current distortions without
requiring new trajectory measurements for each
scan, are shown in Figure 5.
2DFT

Single-shot EPI

Another fundamental hardware limitation is
the nonuniformity of the RF field, which should
be considered when using surface coils or when
the RF wavelength is similar to the size of the
patient [31] . When the strength of the transmitted
RF pulse varies with position, the signal power
will be spatially modulated across the imaging
volume. As a result, the reconstructed images will
have shading artifacts, variable contrast and lower
SNR. These artifacts can be corrected using RF
pulses that do not depend on field homogeneity,
such as adiabatic pulses [32–34] , or by directly compensating for the nonuniformity when designing
the pulse [35] . Angiography results demonstrating
the improvement in image quality using adiabatic
pulses are shown in Figure 6. Nonuniformity in the
receive field also results in image shading because
the receiver’s signal sensitivity varies across the
patient. Surface coil intensity correction, which
normalizes the image with a very low-resolution
version of itself, can compensate for this. Other
correction methods for image shading employ
more sophisticated techniques such as regional
histogram equalization [36] and information
minimization [37] .

Interleaved spiral

Radial

Nominal
image

X gradient
delay

Y gradient
delay
Y
X

Figure 4. The effects of gradient system delays are demonstrated with four k‑space trajectories. The artifacts caused by these
delays depend on the k‑space trajectory and the axis on which the delay occurs. Simulated images of a rectangular object are shown
with four samples of delay along each axis. Delays produce image-domain phase errors with a 2DFT trajectory, which cannot be seen in
images of this magnitude.
2DFT: 2D Fourier transform; EPI: Echo planar imaging.
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Figure 5. k‑space trajectory correction compensates for mislocated spatial frequency samples caused by eddy currents and
hardware timing delays in the gradient hardware. Example coronal images from spiral acquisitions after (A & D) no correction,
(B & E) correction for timing errors only, and (C & F) correction for both timing and eddy current errors. Trajectory compensation
improves contrast and sharpness near fine structures (white arrows).
Reprinted with permission from [29] .

Motion & flow
Standard image reconstruction assumes the
patient, object or sample is perfectly stationary
during the entire data collection time. Owing to
voluntary or involuntary patient movement and
motion caused by physiological processes, this
rarely occurs. Many different kinds of motion
can corrupt the images. Motion may be random – such as with patient movement, peristalsis, swallowing and eye movement – or periodic,
as with the normal activities of the cardiac and
respiratory cycles, and the pulsatility of vascular
flow and cerebrospinal fluid.
Motion degrades image quality in two ways,
depending on when it occurs in the scan. If the
motion takes place during a data acquisition
interval (e.g., a phase encode line in 2DFT, an
interleaf in spiral imaging, a spoke in radial
imaging or the single shot in EPI), additional
phase terms related to the motion path will be
created in the data. On the other hand, motion
future science group

between acquisition intervals causes inconsistencies because the data acquired before and
after the movement do not correspond to the
same anatomical arrangement or pose. The frequency content of each pose is therefore incompletely sampled and the image, which consists
of a superposition of each undersampled pose,
suffers from aliasing and displacement artifacts [38] . The aliasing artifacts manifest as
‘ghosting’ in 2DFT and EPI trajectories, and
‘streaking’ or ‘swirling’ in radial and spiral trajectories. In both cases, the decreased coherency of the acquired signals produces blurring,
loss of resolution and lower image SNR, as
shown in Figure 7.
Data inconsistency artifacts can be mitigated using a combination of gating, navigators,
motion correcting or motion-insensitive pulse
sequence designs and postprocessing techniques.
External gating methods use devices such as
plethysmographs or electrocardiographic leads
www.futuremedicine.com
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Figure 6. Slices from 3D magnetic resonance angiograms of the right coronary artery. Angiograms with (A–H) nonadiabatic
magnetization preparation and (I–P) adiabatic preparation. Artifacts caused by inhomogeneities in the radiofrequency field
(white arrows) are significantly reduced if adiabatic pulses are used.
Reproduced with permission from [34] .

to synchronize data acquisition with cardiac
phase or respiratory bellows to isolate intervals
of minimal chest movement. Self-gating methods employ the MRI scanner itself to monitor movement with frequent, brief navigator
scans between the data acquisition intervals.
These navigators produce 1D images of the
air-diaphragm interface (for respiratory motion
compensation) or similar anatomical biomarker
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to prospectively or retrospectively synchronize
the data acquisition [39–41] . Example results
using a real-time navigator-based acquisition
are shown in Figure 8 . In addition to identifying quiescent intervals, the navigator signals
can also be utilized during postprocessing
to compensate for motion since they contain
information about the motion-induced phase
errors [42,43] . An important consideration when
future science group
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using navigator-based techniques is the accompanying increase in scan time or data volume.
Recently, external optical motion tracking
devices have been incorporated into scanning
protocols to retrospectively or prospectively
compensate for subject motion [44] .
Vulnerability to motion artifacts can be
alleviated by using motion-insensitive gradient
waveforms, saturation pulses and fast scanning
protocols. Artifacts caused by constant velocity
motion can be mitigated with gradient moment
nulling, wherein the first moments of the imaging gradients are zeroed at the echo time to cancel the phase accrual due to movement [45,46] .
This approach is suitable for gradient echo
sequences and can be adapted to reduce sensitivity to acceleration and higher-order motion.
Spatial presaturation pulses can diminish flow
artifacts by attenuating signals upstream of the
imaging volume, thereby reducing the intensity of fluids flowing into the field of view [45] .
Motion artifacts can also be minimized with
single-shot sequences such as EPI, or by using
other rapid scanning sequences such as SSFP
with a short TR.

2DFT

REVIEW

Motion-related data inconsistencies can be
corrected using special pulse sequences and
postprocessing. By repeatedly acquiring the
central portion of k‑space with short acquisitions, low spatial resolution information is
obtained, which can guide postprocessing correction algorithms. This information is useful
for correcting rigid-body translation and rotation [47,48] , or more generally any affine transformation [49] , of the anatomy that may occur
during the scan by enforcing consistency constraints among the duplicate k‑space samples.
F igure 9 demonstrates the variety in the types
of motion correctable by periodically rotated
overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction. Alternatively, for standard pulse
sequences, an entropy minimization criterion
has been shown to compensate for bulk motion
in standard pulse sequences [50] . Image-domain
correction can also be performed using template
tracking and low-order, piecewise motion models [51] . The generalized reconstruction by inversion of coupled systems approach, in which the
image and motion model are jointly estimated
using a priori information provided by simple

Single-shot EPI

Interleaved spiral

Radial

Nominal
image

Motion
along +X

Motion
along +Y
Y
X

Figure 7. Motion artifacts due to motion along each axis are illustrated using four example trajectories. Simulated images of a
rectangular object undergoing constant velocity motion throughout the entire data acquisition were reconstructed without any motion
compensation. The dominant artifacts observed are due to data inconsistencies. In this example, the short acquisition time of the
single-shot EPI trajectory makes it less sensitive to motion. These images are intended only to illustrate potential motion artifacts;
in practice, the tradeoffs among different trajectories are application specific.
2DFT: 2D Fourier transform; EPI: Echo planar imaging.
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Figure 8. Self-gating using real-time Kalman filtering of various navigator signals.
(A) A time history of the diaphragm displacements along with the associated diaphragm navigator signal
(blue), raw cardiac fat navigator signal (green) and Kalman filtered cardiac fat signal (red). (B) Example
cardiac short axis images acquired during free breathing with self-gating (left) and no gating (middle),
as compared with a breath-held scan (right), demonstrate synchronization using navigators.
Reproduced with permission from [41] .

sensors such as respiratory bellows, has been
used to reduce artifacts from nonrigid movement in free-breathing acquisitions, as shown
in Figure 10 [52,53] .

Conclusion
Artifacts are inevitable in medical imaging.
Recognizing them is essential for image interpretation and selection of an appropriate artifact correction method. The best way to remove
some artifacts is to avoid them altogether by
using up-to-date, well-calibrated scanning
454
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hardware; accurate, per-patient prescans and
shimming; and appropriate pulse sequences,
gradient waveforms, and gating for the application of interest. When artifacts are unavoidable,
artifact-insensitive or artifact-correcting pulse
sequence designs, image-processing algorithms,
and scan protocols should be employed.

Future perspective
New trends in MRI such as ultra-fast imaging,
high-field scanners, SSFP, dynamic imaging and
sparsity-based acceleration are introducing new
future science group
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Figure 9. Motion compensation results using the periodically rotated overlapping parallel
lines with enhanced reconstruction acquisition scheme. Axial images are shown from a
standard turbo spin echo sequence with (A) no motion and (B) patient motion for reference; and
from the periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction sequence with
(C) no motion and (D) patient motion. (E–I) Images show intermediate results during the
postprocessing of the motion corrupted data from (D); (E) after phase correction, (F & G) after
rotational motion correction (image and k‑space domains, respectively), (H) translational motion
correction and (I) the final image after through-plane motion correction.
Reproduced with permission from [47] .

Executive summary
 Understanding the causes of MRI artifacts will lead to more accurate image interpretation, better
scanning protocol designs and proper selection of a correction method.
 MRI arifacts occur because one or more of the assumptions underlying the imaging principles have
been violated.
 Although many kinds of artifacts exist, this article discusses three sources of commonly encountered
artifacts: off-resonance, system limitations and imperfections, and subject motion.
 Artifact correction methods usually involve one or more of the following:
- Hardware calibration
- Scanning parameter optimization
- Special pulse sequence design
- Signal and image postprocessing
 Artifact correction is an active area of research today, and will continue to be in the future as
advances in MRI technology reveal new image information and new kinds of artifacts.
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kinds of artifacts, indicating that artifact correction will remain an active area of research in
MRI. Commercial systems are therefore likely to
incorporate more sophisticated and potentially
automated calibration procedures and image
postprocessing algorithms that avoid and correct, respectively, for the most significant classes
of image artifacts in routine clinical applications. With time, the study of image artifacts
will also lead to more accurate signal models and
improvements in quantitative MRI.
Financial & competing interests disclosure

Figure 10. Motion artifact reduction in free-breathing 3D abdominal scans
using generalized reconstruction by inversion of coupled systems. The top
row shows a sagittal slice with (A) no correction, (B) generalized reconstruction by
inversion of coupled systems and (C) a breath-held acquisition. An axial slice is
shown on the bottom row for (D) no correction, (E) generalized reconstruction by
inversion of coupled systems and (F) a breath-held acquisition.
Reproduced with permission from [53] .
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